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A user oriented verification methodology for wind forecastMaria Stefania TesiniARPAE, HydroMeteoClimateServie of Emilia-Romagna region, Bologna, Italy

1 IntrodutionThe 10-m wind is a weather parameter haraterized by strong dependene on orographi and topographidetails and high temporal variability. Therefore the veri�ation of wind foreast requires a methodology takinginto aount these features.On top, any veri�ation method should be tailored for the spei� purpose de�ned by the user of that foreast,being the developer of the model, the foreaster in the operational room or the stakeholder for a pratialappliation.One of the main uses of wind foreast at Arpae-SIMC is to issue warnings when wind speed exeeds somethreshold. For example, strong easterly winds an determine the possible ourrene of sea storms over theItalian oast of the Adriati Sea (see �gure 1), but also less intense winds an ause problems to the tourist'sativity on the beah.

Figure 1: Wind observations in the north Adriati Sea oastVeri�ation should therefore address several user-related aspets, in partiular it should quantify:� the ability of the model to predit wind speed above (or below) ritial thresholds, inluding falsealarms or misses,� the foreast skill in terms of wind diretion,� the dependene of foreast error on wind diretion� the interplay between wind-speed and wind-diretion inauraiesIn addition, another very important aspet to onsider is the ommuniation of the results to the end user,whih should be as lear and onise as possible.doi:10.5676/dwd_pub/nwv/osmo-nl_19_08
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5. Working Group on Veri�ation and Case Studies 432 The Performane-RoseIn order to meet the needs of our end-user we have studied a methodology of veri�ation that seeks totake into aount wind speed and diretion at the same time, but that it is also e�etive in ommuniatingresults. For this purpose we developed a novel summary-plot of the sores derived from the ontingenytable, denominated "Performane Rose". In a wind-rose plot, the observed and foreast wind frequeny isrepresented subdivided into the usual 8 setors. In additions to this, eah spoke is broken down into olor-oded bands that show information about errors in wind speed and diretion. Moreover usual sores suh asthe Probability of Detetion, the Threat Sore and the Suess Ratio are plotted for eah setors (i.e. for eahdiretion) as symbols on the appropriate sale (from 0 to 1 for all of them) in the radial axes.First of all, for eah station 10m-wind observations (hourly or 3/6-hourly) and orresponding data preditedby model are ategorized in otants for wind diretion (N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW) and in lasses forwind speed, aording to table 1.LIGHT ws < 10 Knots ws < 5.1 m/sLIGHT-MODERATE 10 ≤ ws < 20 Knots 5.1 ≤ ws < 10.3 m/sMODERATE 20 ≤ ws < 30 Knots 10.3 ≤ ws < 15.4 m/sSTRONG ws ≥ 30 Knots ws ≥ 15.4 m/sTable 1: Wind speed lassesFor eah spei� wind speed lass (e.g. "Light-Moderate") a "Performane-Rose" diagram is produed, asshowed in �gure 2.

Figure 2: The Performane-Rose diagramLike in a usual wind rose, the frequeny of winds of the spei� wind lass blowing from partiular diretionsover a spei�ed period is represented:� Blue line is the observed frequeny of the spei� speed-lass� Red line is the foreast frequeny of the spei� speed-lassThe number of events an be read on the radial sale (frequeny axis), inreasing outwards from the enter.Using setors of di�erent olours we desribed how model predits the referene speed lass in eah diretion,being the diretion orret . For example:Green means speed lass is orretly foreastCyan means speed is underestimated of 1 lass ( e.g. the foreast is �Moderate� but the observationis �Strong�)COSMO Newsletter No. 19: Otober 2019 www.osmo-model.org



5. Working Group on Veri�ation and Case Studies 44Yellow means speed is overestimated of 1 lass ( e.g. the foreast is �Moderate� but the observationis �Light-Moderate�)The number of events of eah setor an be dedued using the radial sale of the frequeny axis.In addition, the gray half-setors represent the number of foreast in eah diretion that are "nearly" orretin diretion, being the intensity orret :Half setor on the left means foreast is shifted of 1 otant lok-wise (e.g. if the fst is NE, theobs in N)Half setor on the right means foreast is shifted ounterlok-wise (e.g. if the fst is NE, obs isE)In this partiular ase, the number of events an be dedued using the reverse radial sale of the frequenyaxis (starting from the outermost irle).A quantitative assessment of the goodness of the foreasts is made using some sores evaluated form theelements in a ontingeny table (see �gure 3) that shows the frequeny of "yes" and "no" foreasts andourrenes:
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Figure 3: Contingeny table for dihotomous (yes/no) foreastsFor our purposes, we have de�ned two types of "yes"/"no" events and for eah of them a spei� ontingenytable has been onstruted:1. "Class & Diretion": the "yes" event is de�ned by speed lass and diretion orretly foreast atthe same time, while other entries of the ontingeny table are de�ned as in the table in �gure 4
Figure 4: Contingeny table for event de�ned as "speed lass anddiretion orretly foreast at the same time"2. Class & Diretion ±1: the "yes" event is de�ned by speed lass orretly foreast, but diretionis onsidered orret even if di�ers by one otant. Aording to the table in �gure 5 we de�ned only"false alarm" and "miss" events, sine orret negatives have been removed from onsideration.This de�nition of "extended diretion", even if not ompletely proper, is meant to address the user'srequest to know whether the soure of error depends on either wind speed or wind diretion, if omparedwith sores based on the exat orrespondene of diretion and speed.COSMO Newsletter No. 19: Otober 2019 www.osmo-model.org
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Figure 5: Contingeny table for event de�ned as "speed lass orretlyforeast, but diretion is orret even if di�ers by one otant"In the Performane Rose, the sores related to the two event de�nitions are plotted as symbols of di�erentolors (blak for the event "Class & Diretion" and magenta for event "Class & Dir ±1").Their value an be read on the radial sale (sore axis) and, as in a arhery target, the perfet sore 1 isrepresented in the innermost ring.The Frequeny Bias is not expliitly alulated but it an be dedued for the "Class & Diretion" event bythe relative position of observed frequeny line (in blue) and foreast frequeny line (in red):� Red line outer means overestimation of the number of events� Blue line outer means underestimation of the number of events3 Examples of appliation of the Performane-Rose diagramsThe Performane-Rose is designed primarily to help foreasters understand the behaviour of models, parti-ularly on some oastal stations, where for geographial reasons it is essential to identify errors in the foreastof wind intensity as a funtion of diretion.For example, in �gure 6 are plotted the Performane-Rose diagrams for the veri�ation of 10m wind preditedby COSMO-I7 00 UTC run for the station "Chioggia" loated in the north Adriati sea near Venie.The statistis refer to 1 year (JAN-DEC 2016 ) of hourly data from 1 to 24 hours of foreast (DAY 1) andorresponding observations. Looking to the plots, following the possible interests of foreasters as �nal users,some onsiderations an be done:When the wind is predited in the "Light" lass the errors on diretion are signi�ant as suggested bythe dimension of the gray setors and the better sores for the "Class & Dir ±1" event with respet to"Class & Dir". The errors in diretion derease as the wind is predited in higher lasses (very smalldi�erenes in the sores for "Moderate" or "Strong" winds).Underestimation of the intensity ,with orret diretion predited, is more evident for "Light" and"Light-moderate" lasses (see yan setors). In ase of "Moderate" winds predited the number ofases of underestimation is very small, while the number of overestimated events is signi�ant (seeyellow setors).This information is important for the foreasters as they an be on�dent about the low risk of missingritial events.Unfortunately the performane-rose relative to "Strong" wind shows that the sores relative to thistype of event are very low. In addition to ases of overestimations, the most frequent error is the om-plete missing of the event (predited in lower wind lasses with very di�erent diretion and thereforenot visible in the Performane-Rose diagram).If instead we onsider the ase in whih models developers are the end user of our veri�ation, it an beinteresting to ompare if some errors in the wind foreast of a partiular model are also found in othermodels, onsidering the same station and period. For this purpose, in the framework of WG5 Common plotsativities during the year 2018 the prodution and analysis of Performane-Rose diagrams for several modelswas started.Data of 10m wind foreast from COSMO-5M (Arpae-Italy), COSMO-PL (IMGW), COSMO-GR4 (HNMS),ICON-EU (DWD),COSMO-DE/D2 (DWD) were used to produe Performane-Rose diagrams for four di�er-ent periods (JJA2017,SON2017,DJF2017-18,MAM2018) on a set of seleted stations belonging to CommonArea 1 (see �gure 7).Sine the goal of the Performane-Rose diagram is to provide the end user with e�etive feedbak on themodel's foreasts, trying to answer the question of a spei� user, it was deided to ompare the variousmodels by identifying some targeted issues, depending on the harateristis of the wind �eld on individualstation.COSMO Newsletter No. 19: Otober 2019 www.osmo-model.org
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Figure 6: Performane-Roses for the veri�ation of 10-m wind hourly data predited by COSMO-I7 00 UTCrun for the station "Chioggia" in the period January-Deember 2016. Eah single plot refers to a spei� speedlass: "Light" (top-left), "Light-Moderate" (top-right), "Moderate" (bottom-left), "Strong" (bottom-righ).

Figure 7: Seleted stations in Common Area 1. The olors of the symbols represent the height of the stationsin meter a.s.l.For example, wind veri�ation of both COSMO-5M and COSMO-I2 (2.8 Km resolution) performed in Emilia-Romagna region (Italy) pointed out a a general underestimation of the foreast intensity in mountain stations.To see if this behaviour was also ommon to other models, the station "Svratouh", loated at 740 metera.s.l., was hosen and Performae-Roses representing the performane of the �rst 24 hours of foreast of thefour di�erent models during the period June 2017 - May 2018 were produed.In �gure 8 the Peformane-Roses of COSMO-5M for the four di�erent wind-speed lass are represented, whilein �gures 9-11 only the two lower wind-speed lasses of COSMO-PL , COSMO-GR and ICON-EU are plotted,sine there are no foreast in the "Moderate" and "Strong" lasses.COSMO Newsletter No. 19: Otober 2019 www.osmo-model.org
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Figure 8: Performane-Roses for the veri�ation of 10-m wind hourly data predited by COSMO-5M 00 UTCrun for the station "Svratouh" in the period June 2017-May 2018. Eah single plot refers to a spei� speedlass: "Light" (top-left), "Light-Moderate" (top-right), "Moderate" (bottom-left), "Strong" (bottom-righ).With referene to �gures 8-11 some onsiderations an be done: In general, yan setors indiate that theforeast is orret only in diretion while the intensity is underestimated , i.e. the observed wind intensity isone speed-lass higher.The COSMO models onsidered exhibit this type of behaviour in the two lover speed-lass and partiularlyin the diretion "South" for the "Light-Moderate" lass, indiating that the orresponding wind observationswere in the "Moderate" lass. In fat, if you look to the plot referring to the "Moderate" lass of COSMO-5M (see �gure 8) the number of observations (blue line) is higher than the number of the foreast (redline). For other models foreast events are zero (not shown). ICON-EU graphs show less yan setors, i.e. lessunderestimation, but also less green setors and therefore less orret foreasts in both intensity and diretion.The presene of grey setors indiates that the intensities have been orretly predited while it is the diretionthat is missed, as for example an be seen from the underestimation of the number of events in the "South"diretion that seems partly ompensated by the ourrenes in the "South-East" diretion (grey setor).
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Figure 9: Performane-Roses for the veri�ation of 10-m wind hourly data predited by COSMO-PL 00UTC run for the station "Svratouh" in the period June 2017-May 2018. Eah single plot refers to a spei�speed lass: "Light" (top-left), "Light-Moderate" (top-right).

Figure 10: Performane-Roses for the veri�ation of 10-m wind hourly data predited by COSMO-GR 00UTC run for the station "Svratouh" in the period June 2017-May 2018. Eah single plot refers to a spei�speed lass: "Light" (top-left), "Light-Moderate" (top-right).

Figure 11: Performane-Roses for the veri�ation of 10-m wind hourly data predited by ICON-EU 00 UTCrun for the station "Svratouh" in the period June 2017-May 2018. Eah single plot refers to a spei� speedlass: "Light" (top-left), "Light-Moderate" (top-right).COSMO Newsletter No. 19: Otober 2019 www.osmo-model.org



5. Working Group on Veri�ation and Case Studies 495 ConlusionOne of the most triky aspets of veri�ation is to provide end-users with an e�etive feedbak on model fore-ast, both in terms of ontents and ommuniation. The idea of the �Performane Rose� diagram addressespreisely this issue, trying to answer the questions of a spei� users.Sine a lot of information is summarized in the Performane-Rose diagram, it is neessary to fous from timeto time on spei� aspets, depending on the user's needs.
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